
SEO + Social:
The Most Effective Advertising Mix
How brand marketers can track and amplify “social signals” to improve organic 
search results – and achieve unprecedented reach, brand lift, and ROI.
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Marketers today are faced with the challenge of capturing consumers’ attention in 
an “ad blind” world where most advertising is largely ignored. Instead, consumers 
now rely mostly on search engines and social networks to get information about 
brands, products, and services – making it critical to “show up” in organic search 
results.  

In this increasingly social environment , the most strategic way to improve organic 
search rankings is to create “shareworthy” social content, and then encourage, 
track, and measure sharing. By decoding content strategy to enable “social 
signals” and engagement, marketers can dramatically improve their organic 
search rankings and reach more relevant consumers than ever before.

Traditional digital advertising – such as banner, search, 
and video ads – has become less effective at capturing 
the attention of audiences. Advertisers now consider a 
banner ad successful if it garners the average click-
through rate of about 0.1%, while a well-executed video 
ad might achieve a 1% click-through rate. Well targeted 
advertising is still a scalable way to get a message in front 
of the target audience but it does not produce consumer 
engagement by itself.

Today consumers are engaging through email, social 
networks and forums, friends, family, and search queries 
to get information and recommendations on brands, 
products, and services. They are also increasingly leaving 
their laptops in their school or work bags and logging in 
to social sites via their smartphones or tablets, and are 
doing more mobile searches than ever before.
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Figure 1 - Average Time Spent per Day with Major Media by US 
Adults, 2010-2013, eMarketer

http://www.google.fr/adwords/watchthisspace/benchmarks-and-insights/insights/click-through-rates/#graph-3
http://www.marketingcharts.com/wp/interactive/benchmark-ctr-for-us-in-stream-video-ads-at-103-22988/
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For brands, this new social world poses unique marketing challenges. If ads 
alone don’t work well to capture consumers’ attention, get your brand and 
product discovered, and increase sales, what does? Many advertisers feel 
getting discovered online today is one part alchemy, one part luck – like 
“winning the lottery”. Consumers simply find their brand through a random 
search, via a link shared by a friend on a social network, or through word of 
mouth.

However, even with these challenges, capturing consumer attention and 
purchase intent in the social age can be done – measurably, effectively, and 
systematically. Instead of creating a bunch of social content and “hoping to 
get found”, brands can take a much more tactical approach to combining 
social marketing and SEO. When brands succeed at pairing their SEO and 
social efforts, it results in measurable dividends in the form of more “shares” 
(likes, shares, and linkbacks) of their content – and ultimately, higher organic 
search rankings.

In this whitepaper, brand advertisers will learn how to effectively increase 
“social signals” (likes, tweets, +1) to improve organic search results – and 
achieve unprecedented discoverability, brand lift, and ROI. 

Section 1: SEO + Social = Discovery
Search engine optimization is becoming more complex – and critical – in a 
social world. SEO outcomes are increasingly influenced by “social signals”. 
Every time a consumer shares a brand link via a large social network (like, 
tweet, pin, +1, etc.), or via a more hidden social channel such as a comment 
thread, forum, text message, or email, it creates a link back to the original 
content source that can be leveraged for SEO purposes.

What are social signals?

Social signals are 
measurable social sharing 
metrics such as likes, 
tweets, pins, +1s, and posts, 
as well as “dark social” 
metrics. “Dark social” 
makes up more than 90% 
of all sharing and are 
traditionally difficult to 
measure, such as shares 
via emails, text messages, 
comment threads, and on 
obscure forums. A social 
signal occurs when a 
consumer takes an action 
to share a brand’s content, 
and that share results in 
a click to a campaign 
landing page or website. 
The more social signals 
a brand can encourage, 
promote, and measure, the 
more likely their brand will 
appear in organic search 
results.
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Social signals are one of the most essential components of an SEO program today, yet few brand marketers 
understand how to encourage, track, measure, and leverage these sharing links. SEO and social content are 
synergetic. The more social signals a brand generates, the higher its organic search rankings; and the higher a 
brand’s organic search rankings, therefore the more people searching will discover this content, the more sharing 
will occur, causing an increase in social signals. That’s why it’s so critical to effectively combine SEO and social today.
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Figure 2 - SearchMetrics Ranking Factors 2013 Report
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Most marketers lack the technical tools to make social signals a predictable, reliable, repeatable, and scalable 
part of their SEO programs. The biggest challenge lies in finding, measuring, and encouraging the critical “dark 
social” signals. Many brands have become adept at identifying and enabling standard social signals on large social 
networks (likes, tweets, pins, and +1s). Unfortunately, standard social signals represent less than 10% of the overall 
sharing happening at any given moment. 

Dark Social Signals
Our own Rio SEO Social analytics show that dark social 
signals account for more than 90% of all sharing – and 
most marketers don’t even know this type of sharing is 
occurring, let alone have processes in place to measure 
and amplify it. Consumers share brand links frequently 
via “dark” channels such as email or text message, or in 
comment threads, forums, blogs, or instant messages. 

Marketers that aren’t tapping into dark social 
signals to improve SEO are ignoring over 90% 
of the traffic that could positively influence 
their brands’ natural search rankings.

Though it may seem opaque, it is in fact possible to identify, measure, and amplify dark social signals. Huge returns 
in SEO effectiveness await brands that solve this problem. If done right, leveraging dark social signals can lead not 
only to dramatically improved organic search rankings, but also to higher sales and long-term customer loyalty.

Section 2: Why Social Signals are the Future of SEO
It’s now common for consumers to “start with a search” when they are looking for information. Whether looking for 
a product, a restaurant, a store, information on atopic, news, or anything else, consumers often first turn to Google 
or other search engines. Increasingly, consumers are conducting these searches on their mobile devices.

When surveying consumers about how they found websites, 54% of respondents found 
them through natural search results in 2012, up from 50% in 2011. Social networks were 
the second-most preferred discovery resource, with 32% of consumers using them in 
2012, up from 25% in 2011 and 18% in 2010. – Forrester Research 1
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1Source: How Consumers Found Websites in 2012, Forrester Research, July 2013

http://www.forrester.com/How+Consumers+Found+Websites+In+2012/fulltext/-/E-RES92661
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Due to huge advances in technology, the search engine results page (or SERP) a consumer receives after submitting 
a query, has become more and more precise and relevant. What’s more, social sites like Facebook and socially-
driven media sites like The Huffington Post and apps like Flipboard, also leverage algorithmic technology to deliver 
highly personalized pages to individual users. The result is that consumers now expect to find the exact information, 
product, or location they’re searching for right away.

Organic (or non-sponsored) search results have long been a cornerstone of discovery, and that’s becoming truer 
every day. It is vital for your brand to appear as high on the first page in organic search results as possible – because 
consumers rarely scroll past the top results.

As noted above, consumers also rely heavily on social avenues to discover and find information today. They trust their 
social networks for information, and recommend products, services, and content to their connections through sharing. 
Search Engines - especially Google and Bing - recognize social is changing the way consumers get information, and 
are working to incorporate data from the searcher’s personal “social graph” to make SERPs personalized and relevant. 
In other words, social signals and search rank are highly correlated.

Amp up Social Signals 
If social signals drive organic search results, then what drives social signals? Marketers looking to amplify social 
signals to improve SEO results must find ways to increase the number of social signals, and then analyze sharing 
patterns to inform and optimize their SEO programs. 

To increase social signals, marketers first need/have to find out which of these signals have the largest impact on 
search rankings, by doing a detailed analysis of the social signals related to their brand – both standard and “dark” – 
to spot sharing patterns. And then look for patterns within verticals, content types, social signal types, and audience 
segments which might uncover the types of content shared the most frequently and widely, with whom, and via 
which channels. And finally, measure the impact of this sharing on click-through, page visits, and conversion.

To do this level of deep analysis, you must use a social analytics platform that can measure and capture all social 
signals – even the 90% of them hidden in “dark” places – and compare and contrast the audience, traffic, and 
campaign data impacted by this sharing. Use these insights to make decisions about which types of content to create 
in order to drive an increase in sharing which are strongly and positively correlated with organic search rankings. 

Section 3: Recommendations for SEO/Social Synergy
Capturing consumers’ time and attention is not easy. Marketers must earn consumers’ attention through a careful 
approach to social content creation, distribution, measurement, and optimization. Creating “shareworthy” content 
not only drives social shares, but, as noted throughout the whitepaper, dramatically improves organic search rankings.
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Driven by consumers’ multichannel discovery behaviors, the nature of search marketing 
is fundamentally changing. To enable discovery, search marketers must shift their focus 
from capturing customers using a single discovery channel (traditional search engines) to 
collecting users engaged in all forms of digital discovery. – Forrester Research 2

Below are several key strategies for creating more synergy between social content and SEO programs.

Create shareworthy content types. Content gets shared when it’s visual, engaging, interesting, useful, or fun. 
Below are the “share rates” of several content types. As you can see, visual content, as well as content created by 
other consumers, is highly engaging. 

•  Videos: 10x the average share rate
•  User Generated Content: 10x the average share rate
•  Infographics: 6x the average share rate
•  Images: 4x the average share rate
•  Tutorials: 2x the average share rare
•  B2B case studies: 2x the average share rate

Talk about shareworthy topics. Certain subjects and topics are searched for and shared at much higher rates 
than average. When creating content with an aim to augment social signals, opt to weave the following subjects 
into your content if possible.

•  Travel content: 5x the average share rate
•  Promotions/contests: 4x the average share rate
•  Content perceived as ‘exclusive’: 4x the average share rate
•  Productivity content: 3x the average share rate
•  How-to content: 2x the average share rate.

Make it easy to share. You can create tons of great, shareworthy content, but if it’s a pain to share it, consumers 
won’t! Make sure to include calls-to-share wherever possible. These include “share now” links and buttons, as well 
as language that encourages users to share. Try phrases such as “Receive 20% off when you refer five friends”, or 
“Find this whitepaper useful? Share it with a colleague.” Adding calls-to-share can increase sharing by an average 
of 3x. But not all share tools are created equal.  Here are some guidelines:

•  Calls-to-share above the fold drive sharing by 5-7X
•  Campaigns with five share icons or less increase sharing by up to 30% (less is more)
•  Calls-to-share placed on the top right of content increase sharing dramatically 
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2Source: How Consumers Found Websites in 2012, Forrester Research, July 2013

http://www.forrester.com/How+Consumers+Found+Websites+In+2012/fulltext/-/E-RES92661
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Don’t forget mobile. A larger and larger percentage of searches and social sharing takes place on mobile devices. 
Make sure the content you create is easily shareable and viewable via mobile devices. If a consumer comes across 
a link to your social contest on Facebook Mobile, he or she should be able to easily share the link from his or her 
mobile device.

Measure everything. Creating and distributing shareworthy content is just the first step. Then, you’ve got to 
measure the “social signals” your content generates. Measure the easy stuff first, such as likes, tweets, pins, +1s. Then, 
measure sharing patterns within social networks: how many people went beyond liking your link on Facebook and 
actually shared it with a friend or friends? When you’re done measuring everything you can within social networks, 
go after the “dark” shares outside of social networks. Find instances where your content has been shared via email, 
text messages, instant messages, in comment threads, on blogs, and in forums. Finally, measure the total impact all 
these social signals have on traffic, campaign metrics: such as click-through, and conversion. When you find what 
type of content is working to generate the highest number of social signals, do more of that! Measure, measure, 
optimize, and measure again.

Integrate with SEO. The end goal of identifying and amplifying social signals is to improve discoverability for 
your brand. Make sure your content strategies are closely aligned with your SEO program – with each informing 
the other. As noted above, more social signals help to deliver higher organic search rankings, but higher organic 
search rankings can also lead to more social signals- in a symbiotic relationship. So, make sure your content and 
SEO teams are closely unified and embrace the need for tight integration. 

Conclusion
A large and rapidly increasing percentage of consumers no longer discover brands,  products and services via 
traditional advertising. They trust their friends, co-workers, peers and search engines to provide them with relevant 
and accurate recommendations and information. As a consequence, marketers that can precisely identify and 
measure the millions of “social signals” impacting their brands – and analyze link sharing patterns to get deep 
insights into consumers’ wants and needs – will not only vastly improve their SEO programs, but will reap the 
rewards of higher revenues and more loyal customers. 

Capturing consumer attention in the social age requires a strategic blend of content creation and analysis, and 
continual optimization of SEO programs to promote sharing of this content. With an integrated social and SEO 
program, marketers can stop “hoping to get found” and take control of their natural search rankings.

Contact Rio SEO for more information about how to get started integration your social content and SEO programs 
today. We offer the leading search-social-local-mobile marketing technology platform that drives content discovery, 
audience engagement, and marketing ROI at scale.
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